Physical Education

Welcome EDUPRIZE families to the 2015-2016 school years!

We hope your summer break was full of exciting activities that kept your body moving.

Hello! I am Mrs. Schroeder and this is my sixth year teaching Physical Education here at EDUPRIZE. Many different lessons are taught throughout the school year. One of the things I love, is to see how each and every student is able to grow by improving their skills.

Hi! My name is Becca Wolf and I just moved to Arizona from Bozeman, Montana where I attended Montana State University. I graduated in May 2014 with my K-12 Physical Education teaching degree. I am very excited to be a part of the EDUPRIZE team this year!

First quarter we will work on hand eye coordination by using scarves in a variety of different ways including scarf juggling. We then will move into Fitness Components where students will learn the basic concepts of each component and how they work with the body.

*Remember to wear the appropriate clothing and shoes.
*We recommend that every student brings a water bottle with them to class.

All the science students in grades 1-6 keep a science folder throughout the school year. Students are asked to make predictions, record observations and answer questions in their science folders. We request each student have a folder with three paper-fasteners down the center that they use only for science. These help students organize their work and keep it neat, which is an important part of the scientific processes. At the end of the year they will have a record of all the amazing science they did that year to take home and share.

My name is Mrs. Dodds. I have two of my own children here at EDUPRIZE. I also have three classroom pets for the students to watch and see grow. We will be covering as much as we can in class and have fun doing it. Please make sure if your student has long hair to bring a hair tie to pull it back in class. I can’t wait to have your student in class.

Hello Scientists! My name is Ms. Bachand and I am one of the Science Specialists at EDUPRIZE. Most of your kids had me for Science Lab or Live Learning Lab last year. This year I am teaching regular day K-6 and TOPS 1-3. I also will be coaching a Science Olympiad team again starting this fall. I am looking forward to a wonderful year sharing my love of science with students.
Welcome back to a new and exciting school year! This quarter students will be working on new projects based on their cottage. Kindergarten students will be practicing their mouse skills, locating letters on the keyboard and opening/saving a document. First and second graders will be creating illustrations using max paint, inserting clipart and pictures. They will also continue practicing basic keyboarding. Third graders will be working on internet research skills and typing a short paper of their research. Fourth graders will be doing internet research and either working on creating information booklets or postcards in Microsoft Publisher. Fifth and Sixth graders will be learning Microsoft Excel and doing typing lessons.

We are having fun in the Live Learning Lab!

Be sure to check out our beautiful EDUPRIZE “Live Labs” next time you are on campus! Students are engaged with hands-on activities that make learning fun and memorable! I feel lucky to spend each day with wonderful EDUPRIZE students! It’s great to feel their energy and love of learning! ~Mrs. Johnson

Meet Our New Teachers...

New to Arizona and EDUPRIZE, Tammy Seaton is a veteran Music teacher. She comes from a four year teaching stint at The British International School in Shanghai, China. Previously she taught Elementary Music in the Spokane & Puyallup School Districts in Washington State. She is thrilled to be in Queen Creek along with her three daughters. Mrs. Seaton's husband, Russell, is the new Choir/Drama teacher at EDUPRIZE Gilbert.

Hello students and parents. My name is James Leone, and I am the music instructor for 4th-6th grade TOPS students. In my class, students will learn various general music understanding, such as rhythm, reading music, playing an instrument, and much more!